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DHS SAYS ANTIFA A TERROR GROUP

- Government finally catches on to far left threat
- Neo-Bolshevik network coddled by leftist media

By John Friend

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), founded in the aftermath of 9/11 ostensibly to safeguard and protect the United States and its citizens from foreign and domestic threats, announced its new counterterrorism strategy earlier this summer.

In the ensuing weeks, the mainstream media latched onto DHS noting the few lone-wolf white supremacist mass killings as cause for concern. What the fake news media totally neglected to mention, however, is that the U.S. agency also cited the extremist, anti-government views and actions of antifa—a radical, far-left group that has been defended by multiple mainstream media talking heads.

"Today, the United States faces an evolving threat environment, and a threat of terrorism and targeted violence within our borders that is more diverse than at any time since the 9/11 attacks," Acting Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kevin McAleenan stated during a recent event at the prestigious Brookings Institute, where he an-